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Shxlents, staff race across finish
Heather Rutherford
Journal Staff
In 2013, Haley Erickson
was watching a live broadcast
of the Boston Marathon. When
Erickson, a Suffolk University
Police Department systems
administrator, saw the live
video of two bombs exploding
at the finish line, she decided
it was time to start training to
run a marathon herself.
“Before this, the farthest
I’ve run was 13 miles. It’s been
about pushing myself. I run
for those who can’t. It’s such a
great experience and I’m going
out of comfort zone,” Erickson
said.
The 119th Boston Marathon
brings together prestigious
international athletes annually.
It also draws members of the
Suffolk community to the
26.2 mile-course that starts
in Hopkinton and ends on
Boylston Street.
Senior Matthew Durkin
visited the finish line on
Boylston Street every day
the week prior to his first
ever marathon, and said he

University works
for more ways to
Faciiitate gender
inciusivity
Katherine Yearwood

Contract
iine negotiations
expected for
adjunct union
Melissa Hanson
Journal Staff

Before May 1, the union
representing
adjunct
professors at Suffolk will give
notice to the university that
they would like to terminate
their current contract and
negotiate a new one, officials
said.
Matt Durkin (left)
Suffolk Affiliated Facultycelebrates running the
American
Association
of
University
Professors,
the
119th Boston Marathon
union that represents Suffolk
20 years after his father.
professors who are adjunct or
part time, is working to renew
their contract for the first time
Courtesy of Matt Durkin
since their initial one in 2009,
according to Robert Rosenfeld,
Durkin said running the a philosophy professor and
felt positive energy radiating changing I am so honored to
during a moment of silence be running with these people marathon has always been one president of SAF-AAUP.
When
Suffolk
adjunct
held on Wednesday, the who have endured so much of his goals.
“My dad ran it 20 years ago, professors voted to unionize
two-year anniversary of the pain and struggle,” he said,
in 2006, it took years of
referring to the athletes who my aunt ran six times and
bombings.
To be at the finish line “was were running the year of the
See ADJUNCT page 2
See MARATHON page 3
extremely eye-opening and life bombings.

Donahue and Archer leave a legacy
prised than current students

Melissa Hanson were Suffolk alumni.
Journal Staff

While the Sawyer Business

Journal Staff School sits comfortably at its

home on Ashburton Place, the
College of Arts and Sciences,
Suffolk’s largest college, calls
Temple Street home.
Before Temple Street was
the CAS headquarters, it was
Suffolk’s campus in its entire
ty. Suffolk University began as
a one-building college com
pletely located in the Archer
building, and the university
later acquired Donahue.
Today, Donahue and Ar
cher house many of Suffolk’s
classes, clubs, and offices, and
surround the C. Walsh The
atre. The buildings, which are
connected through multiple
hallways, were once the Law
School, and the Archer build
ing bears the name of Suffolk’s
founder.
So with all of this history
sitting tight in the brick Bea
con Hill buildings, it is no sur
prise that students and pro
fessors were shocked to hear
earlier this semester that Do
nahue and Archer were up for
See THEY page 4 sale. But, perhaps more sur

While many people have
been conditioned to use
pronouns including he, she,
his, and hers to identify others,
such terms do not encompass
a wide range of people. For
those who do not identify as
a certain gender, the word
“they” is used as a pronoun,
rather than the more common
terms that represent people
who identify as male or female.
The gender binary is based
on the classification of two
different and opposite sexes,
male and female, or masculine
and feminine. With this, there
are societal norms that are
imposed on people based on
their gender.
“When most people think
of gender they usually think of
[a] baby born and the doctor
looks at them and assigns their
gender. Gender is the social
construct that was created to

April 22, 2015

When alumna Michelle
Miller Groves heard about the
sale, she said she felt “devas
tated,” but understood that
Suffolk is a university in tran
sition.
Though detached from
campus life, alumni who re
member Suffolk fondly hold a
place in their hearts for these
two buildings.
“That’s where all of us kind
of got to have a huge diverse
marriage of cultures,” said
Miller Groves, who graduated
with a bachelor’s degree in so
ciology in 2005 and her mas
ter’s degree in communication
in 2008.
Miller
Groves’
fondest
memories of student life at
Suffolk revolve around time
spent on the fourth floor of
Donahue.
“Practices, meetings and
hanging out in front of the
television, watching Jerry
Springer,” she recalled, “We all
found significant friendships
through that.”
Miller Groves founded the
step team during her sopho
more year, she said, and was
the president of the Caribbean
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With the sale of Donahue and Archer,
Suffolk will be closer to moving off of Beacon Hill.
Student Network her senior
year.
The step team practiced on
the fourth floor and often per
formed in the C. Walsh The
atre and the Donahue Cafe.
The buildings aren’t just
fondly remembered by former
students. A look through the
university’s Moakley Archive
and Institute display a rich his
tory of the transformation and

use of Donahue and Archer.
Photos clipped from news
papers show students and fac
ulty walking down the street.
Information on a $600,000
renovation project to the Do
nahue and Archer buildings
can be read; at the time, the
Archer building contained a li
brary and student lounge.
See LEGACYpage 4
■.•X:
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Vicious anonymity tough to reguiate on the Internet
Thalia Yunen
Journal Staff

A generic news story is up
loaded onto a website. You, as
a user, read the story and then
scroll down to the comments
to see what others have to say.
To your surprise, people are
spewing hatred to each other
in the comment section. Or
perhaps not to your surprise,
you’re already in the com
ments, thinking of how to oneup another commenter with an
equally negative comment that
often relates to nothing to the
article.
Welcome to the Internet.
Last Thursday’s Ford Hall
Forum panel focused on the
topic of anonymity on the In
ternet. Panelists discussed
their general thoughts on vitri
olic Internet comments as well
as how they think the com
ments should be regulated.
Panelists agreed that, while
steps can be taken to regulate
vicious anonymity, it will nev
er go away.
Arthur Chu, who is a blog
ger at the Daily Beast and Slate
and a repeat Jeopardy winner,
dominated the panel’s conver
sation with his verboseness,
and talked about his experi

ence with Internet bullying.
“A lot of what I can speak
to is just the weird, semi-ran
dom nature of it,” said Chu,
who said he experienced racial
slurs, and received comments
like, “Kill yourself’ and “I hope
your wife dies,” on Twitter af
ter appearing on Jeopardy.
Editor of BostonGlobe.com
Jason Tuohey talked about the
Globe’s process for regulat
ing these kinds of comments.
Tuohey said the newspaper’s
website receives about 1,000
comments a day. The com
ments are filtered through a
contracted third party that an
alyzes them and deems them
appropriate or not.
“What you do is you try to
take steps toward steering the
conversation into a positive
one,” said Tuohey. The Globe
blocks about 20 comments per
day, and has a set of standards
for censoring them, according
to Tuohey.
Although he did not spe
cifically state those standards,
Tuohey said for stories of per
sonal tragedy, the Globe dis
ables comments completely.
They also only let subscribers
comment and have tried hav
ing commenters link to their
Facebook in an effort to pro
mote accountability.
Panelist Sarah Sobieraj, au
thor and associate professor of

HEWS BRIEF
Sawyer library to rerovate Its space

__________________
Courtesy of Suffolk University

Sawyer library sent an email Tuesday to Suffolk stu
dents announcing renovations.
According to the email, “The shelving is being re
placed with tables, chairs, study carrels, and soft seats to
provide students with more study space. The library will
remain open during the renovation.”
Library patrons can provide feedback on the the li
brary’s new look or its services by using the comment
box on the library’s home page, emailing them, or leav
ing a note in the Ram Suggestion Box at the circulation
desk.

sociology at Tufts University,
said that, employees of third
party companies, such as the
one Tuohey mentioned, are
sometimes treated for posttraumatic stress disorder af
ter monitoring these kinds of
comments on a daily basis.
Sobieraj discussed the ef
fects of Internet bullying on
women.
“Just being a woman brings
gender-based attacks regard
less of what you are speaking
about,” said Sobieraj during
the forum.
Adam Gaffin, founder and
editor of Universal Hub, a
website dedicated to commu
nity news in Greater Boston,
moderated the forum.
“Anonymity, as the Su
preme Court has said, is a valid
expression of the first amend
ment,” said Gaffin. He asked
the panel what it was about
anonymity that causes such
negativity.
Chu responded by saying
“people kind of have the idea
that you can separate what you
do online and what you do in
real life. In real life we learn to
moderate impulses because of
social standards. That doesn’t
happen online.”
Sobieraj added that al
though it’s becoming less and
less socially acceptable, rac
ist and sexist feelings haven’t
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Tuohey, Sobieraj, Chu, and Gaffin
discussed regulation of online comments.
disappeared, so those feelings
come out online.
All panelists agreed that,
despite the nastiness of certain
anonymous comments, the
government should not have a
role in regulating them.
During the question and an
swer session, audience mem
bers’ questions primarily cen
tered on accountability. How
can we regulate vicious Inter
net comments? Will it get bet
ter or worse? Panelists did not
have a clear answer.

One audience member in
particular asked if, with the
progression of the Internet,
people have gotten more vitri
olic. Panelists generally agreed
that it hasn’t gotten worse, but
that it’s more prevalent just
because of the number of peo
ple using the Internet.
The power to make the In
ternet a more positive place
lies with its users.
“It’s the kind of power
that’s almost irresistible to
weld,” said Chu.

Union requests less restrictions, more benefits
Fmm ADJUNCT page I

bargaining with the university
to form the current contract.
The contract expires June 30,
and the union is ready to enter
a new phase of bargaining
negotiations to construct a
new, and possibly improved,
contract.
“How long that takes
depends on how much the
sides disagree, how entrenched
the sides are, or how much
they agree,” said Rosenfeld.
The union, which represents
about 250 professors as well
as other adjuncts, teaching
assistants, and lecturers, plan
to use the current contract as
the framework for the next
one.
Currently,
adjunct
professors are not allowed to
hand out leaflets. They may
put leaflets out during tabling,
however, and allow others
to pick them up. Rosenfeld
said this is one term the
union hopes to update in the
new contract. The union also
wants to abolish other terms
that limit their speech and
communication.
Rosenfeld said the union
finds
such
restrictions
“unreasonable.”
They will also ask for more
job security and for raises,
despite having what Rosenfeld
said was “a decent pay package”

in the current contract.
“We’re basically looking for
good compensation, better job
security, and probably some
other things like making the
‘no strike, no lockout’ clause
less severe,” he said.
Under the current contract,
adjunct professors must teach
two courses per semester for
10 consecutive semesters in
order to qualify for health
benefits. If a professor drops

"There was a
feeling years back
that we were all sort
of a family here at
Suffolk and that's
gone."
“ Rosenfeld
one course, he or she has to
start over, Rosenfeld said. This
is another part of the contract
the union hopes to update.
Once
notifying
the
university of their plan to
update the contract, the
bargaining period will begin
no longer than 30 days later,
and could take weeks, even
months.

“I think it’s going to be
difficult,” Rosenfeld said. “It
seems like [the university has]
been trying to squeeze [out]
adjunct faculty and reduce
their expenses.”
Though pay and benefit
conditions are difficult for
adjunct professors, Rosenfeld
said conditions for full-time
have
become
professors
complicated in recent years
as well. He cited a policy
change last spring in which the
university applied post-tenure
review policy in the updated
handbook, which garnered
mixed emotions on campus.
The turnover rate for upper
administration at Suffolk has
also contributed to tougher
times for professors on
campus.
“There was a feeling years
back that we were all sort of
family here at Suffolk and
that’s gone,” Rosenfeld said.
Rosenfeld and the union are
ready to update their contract
despite how much is at stake.
“They’ve generally played by
the rules,” he said of university
administration. “I don’t know
if they’re going to get tough
with us. We could already be
let go in between semesters.”
A Suffolk spokesman did not
immediately return a message
seeking comment on the issue.
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students, PC, celebrate end of year with Urban Carnival
Brigitte Carreiro
Journal Staff

Complete with popcorn,
tton candy, and caricatures,
is year’s annual Ramily Relion transported students to
classic outdoor carnival in
.e middle of the city.
On an ordinary day, stuints usually pass the Asharton Place parking lot withat so much as pausing to let
chicles drive in and out. On
hursday, the lot was filled
ot with cars, but with hordes
f students attracted by the
plendor of the university’s anual end-of-year event hosted
y Program Council.
This year, Ramily Reunion
rcorporated a carnival theme,
erving up hot dogs, nachos,
nd soft pretzels, items typial for summer festivals. Also
;p for grabs were free “Urban
larnival” T-shirts, customizble trucker hats, photo flip
looks, and even what Program
Council executive board mem>ers referred to as the “jumpy,”
1 trampoline-style contraption
hat harnessed participants in
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Students were flying high on the "jumpy/'
one of the main attractions of the carnival.
to bounce and flip as high as
they could.
Sophomore Andrea Zelano
stopped by Ramily Reunion
and said she was impressed by
the turnout and availability of
activities.

“It was really fun, there
were a lot of people there. I
got a free T-shirt and we got
those flip-books,” she said.
Freshman Frances Santana
said she saw more potential in
how the event was laid out and

that she wished some aspects
had been more orderly.
“It was fun and it went well,
the only thing was there were
a lot of people and not enough
space,” she said.
Kelsey Johansen, a senior
and the president of Program
Council, said that the concept
for this year’s Ramily Reunion
was brainstormed nearly a
year ago and was carefully ex
ecuted for this year’s event.
“It started with this idea
gold-mine that I wanted to
have an event outside and
have a classic carnival,” she
said. “We eventually came to
terms with the fact that that
parking lot was an awesome
venue.”
Happy with how the event
turned out, Johansen said she
was excited about everything
she and her executive board
had planned.
“My favorite part was prob
ably picking out what we were
going to do and watch it be
come a reality as we were fi
nalizing things,” said Johan
sen. “As that happened, that
was the sign that this was
coming together and this was
going to become a reality.”
Although she deemed the

carnival a success, Johansen
said PC did run into obstacles
when planning something this
unique.
“The biggest hurdle was
working with the city, because
we had to get permitting,” she
said. “We had no experience
with this so we just reached
out to city hall basically blind.”
Johansen said the Office
of Student Leadership and In
volvement, which works close
ly with PC, had previous rela
tions with city hall and some
knowledge of permitting for
events like the Temple Street
Fair, but with extra amenities
such as food and electricity in
volved, the procedure became
more complicated.
“It was definitely a process,
but people at city hall worked
to support us. I definitely val
ue that,” she said.
According to Johansen, the
Urban Carnival was something
that stood out to her and many
others for its one-of-a-kind ap
peal.
“Seniors who. are graduat
ing were saying they had never
had anything like that before,
so as much of a stressor as it
was, it was definitely worth it,”
she said.

Runners reveal training methods, eating habits for Boston Marathon
From MARATHON page 1
qualified three times. I had a
childhood of always going to
the marathon. I would always
tell my aunt I wanted to run,”
said Durkin.
Training for the marathon,
Durkin said, was especially
challenging
because
of
Boston’s
' record-breaking
snowfall. His practice runs did
not stop during the winter’s
cold winds, rain, or snow, he
said, which even made his
watch and phone shut off from
the frigid temperatures.
Sticking to a clean diet was
a challenge, and although he
already ate healthy, being in
college while preparing for a
marathon has been a challenge.
“I’ve been eating very
clean that has been extremely
challenging.
That
and
managing my time. Eating in
the dining hall, as much as
Sodexo helps, it doesn’t,” and
although Sodexo now provides
healthier options, it is typically
fried foods that are served late
at night, he said. “My dad told
me, ‘Listen, it just shows you
can’t mess around. I know
you’re eating healthy, but
everything you’re eating now
is fuel for the marathon.’”
Participating in the 2015
marathon has come to mean
more than just running 26.2
miles for senior Jake lannuzzi.
“It started out as a personal

thing, and as I’ve been training,
I realized who is supporting
me. My family, loved ones, and
the spirit that you get in terms
of connecting with people,”
lannuzzi said.
Originally
from
New
York, lannuzzi set a personal
challenge for himself to run in
the Boston Marathon before he
graduated.
To prepare for 26.2 miles,
Erickson went for runs each
week through Boston even
when sidewalks were often not
shoveled in the suburbs.
“It’s pretty simple, eat
healthy, sleep and drink. I was
one of those people drinking
a gallon of water a day on
campus,” she said.
Erickson hopes that by
participating in the marathon,
she will see the postive
outcome it brings to families
affected by the 2013 bombings.
The
convicted
Boston
Marathon bomber, Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev, is facing the death
sentence for the attacks that
killed three people and injured
more than 260 others.
“I have my own personal
views, but I hope for the
people involved [that] it
hopefully gives them closure
to the events,” and the sense
of community that came after
the attacks is what should be
celebrated, lannuzzi said.

According to Gerard Coletta,
chief of the Suffolk University
Police Department, while the
department is not directly
involved in marathon security,
SUPD increased the number of
staff on Monday. The Boston
Police Department also issued
a release to universities listing
precautions the city is taking,
such as an increased number
of uniformed and undercover
officers and cameras along the
route.
Not only are Durkin and
lannuzzi taking pride in
being prepared for the run,
but in the charities they have
raised money for. Durkin
started “Team Tyngsborough
Tough,” a fundraiser that will
donate proceeds to Connor
Flanagan and Jack Trottier,
friends from his hometown
in Massachusetts. Flanagan
was diagnosed with cancer as
a 5-year-old, and Trottier was
in a snowboarding accident
that left him paralyzed from
the neck down. lannuzzi has
planned to run for the ALLY
Foundation,
which
works
to end sexual violence and
promote awareness in the
United States.
Once the runners pass
the finish line, they hope to
continue the sport. Erickson
said she has already signed
up for 5K races, and will try
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Inspired by the 2013 marathon, Haley Erickson
made it her mission to finish the race herself.
to run in half marathons in
New Hampshire and in South
Boston.
“I've heard from a number
of people that once you do it,
you want to do more. I just
wanted to do this one, but
we’ll see,” said lannuzzi.

Durkin plans on making
his next Boston Marathon a
sentimental one.
“I decided this morning, I
definitely would want, to do
this again when I’m 25 for the
25th anniversary of my dad
running the marathon.”
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Suffolk offers gender neutral bathrooms,
lacking in neutral housing in dorms
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From THEY page 1
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say this is what makes you
male or this is what makes
you female,” said Amy Kerr,
president of Rainbow Alliance,
Suffolk’s LGBTQ+ group on
campus.
For example, in the United
States, many people reject and
shame men who wear dresses
or cry to display their emotions.
Likewise, similar stereotypes
maintain that women should
dress in a feminine fashion and
not act too assertively. When
people defy these stereotypes,
it can sometimes lead to public
shaming.
“Anyone
who
doesn’t
identify with the binary system
of male and female uses the
term ‘they,’” Kerr said.
Under campus life on
Suffolk’s website, there is a
complete list of important
terminology. For example,
Suffolk defines genderqueer as
an identity term for a person
who may not identify with or
express themselves within the
gender binary.
“Genderqueer is not the
same, but [is] similar to
transgender.
Genderqueer
students are usually not
interested in transitioning
from one binary gender to
another, but, rather play in
the gray. They often read
as ambiguously gendered,
although not always,” said Jesse
Beal, the assistant director of
the Office of Diversity Services,
who identifies as genderqueer.
Students are often taught
that “they” is a plural word
used when talking about more
than one person, and using
it for a singular person is
grammatically incorrect. Many
English and writing classes
taught in schools in the United
States do not take into account
the people who identify as
genderqueer or as non-binary.
Suffolk’s Office of Diversity
Services has taken steps to
educate the student body on
this topic.
“A
concern
for
genderqueer
and trans
students,
is
professors,
administrators, and other
students not using their name
and pronouns. Very often,
students find there are some
people at the institution refuse
to use a student’s name and

Hers

Herself

pronouns,” said Beal. “The
vast majority of people on this
campus are very accepting, but
concerns around pronouns and
chosen name are particularly
salient for this group of
students.”
The Office of Diversity
Services hosts safe zone
trainings that focus on
educating people on minority
groups, such as genderqueer
or non-binary individuals. Last
week, they had their second
Dragaoke show, and their Ram
Academy on Multiculturalism
and Social Justice teaches
about genderqueer or non
binary individuals.
Freshman Brandon Monges
is a student in this community

"We're seeing more
and more students
identifying as gen
derqueer and it's
an area of growth
for colleges and
universities."
— Jesse Beal
who prefers the pronoun
“they.”
“I
stopped
identifying
as male my senior year of
high school, mostly. I didn’t
know much about gender
and all that other good stuff
[how complicated gender is]
until then. I really wish high
school gave out this type of
information early on,” Monges
said.
Monges said they have not
had to deal with anyone who is
ignorant about gender identity
on or off campus, but doesn’t
let their guard down because
people can still surprise them.
In 2006, Suffolk University
became one of 911 colleges to
implement nondiscrimination
policies
that
include
protection over genderidenity
and expression, according
to
Campuspride.org,
an
organization that works to
make colleges and universities

more inclusive to the LGBTQ
community.
“We’re seeing more and
more students identifying as
genderqueer and it’s an area
of growth for colleges and
universities. We’ve made a lot
of steps forward in the past
two years to make our campus
affirming for genderqueer
students,” said Beal.
Although there are gender
neutral bathrooms in each
Suffolk building, there are
no gender neutral rooms in
dorms.
Monges said, “I would prefer
gender neutral bathrooms in
the res halls, but it doesn’t
make me uncomfortable not
having them. I’m comfortable
enough to do my makeup and
dress more ‘feminine’ in a
male bathroom. Fortunately
I haven’t gotten any ignorant
comments about this. It’s kind
of amusing when a guy sees
me and thinks he walked into
the girl’s bathroom.”
Not
having
gender
neutral rooms could pose a
potential problem, according
to Beal.
“When
any space
is
segregated into two binary
genders, often genderqueer
people feel there isn’t a
safe place for them. With
genderqueer
students’
two options isn’t enough.
Transgender students are
often fighting for the right to
identify with the gender they
are,” said Beal. “Genderqueer
students want a space that
could be gender neutral or
gender non-specific. The places
that are really challenging are
bathrooms, lockers rooms, and
housing.”
Right now, there is no
housing space for genderqueer
students in the dorms.
“Because we don’t have a
gender neutral housing policy,
gender neutral students have
concerns around not having
gender neutral options. This is
about safety too, having access
to safe housing and feeling
comfortable in your room,”
said Beal.
A Suffolk spokesman did
not respond to a request for
comment regarding on-campus
housing rights for genderqueer
or transgender students.

12:45 a.m.
Donahue
Malicious or wanton destruction of
property.
Judicial internal.

Wednesday, April 15
7:26 p.m.
150 Tremont
Minor in possession of alcohol.
Simple Assault. False ID.
Marijuana.
Case closed.

Memory of Donahue
and Archer will live on
among alumni after sale
From LEGACY page 1
The history of these build
ings stored safely in the ar
chives is nearly endless. It con
tains photos of Donahue and
Archer being built, a photo of
Frank J. Donahue signing pa
perwork for the building that
bears his name, and more.
Despite the history of these
buildings, Suffolk is in the pro
cess of moving the university
off Beacon Hill.
The move was announced
in early February, and the real
estate company Jones Lang
LaSalle is selling the building.
That company was also the one
tapped to sell Fenton last year.
Alumni Paul Nevins, who
received his undergraduate
degree in 1966 and his juris
doctor in 1982, said Suffolk
should not have placed Dona
hue and Archer on the market.
The Beacon Hill Civic As
sociation has supported Suf
folk’s plan to move off Beacon
Hill, after recent years marked
by complaints regarding the
amount of noise and foot traf
fic from students around the
historic neighborhood.
When the university made
plans for the 20 Somerset
building, the initiative to move
Suffolk off Beacon Hill was put
in motion.
“It’s not a decision where
people were broadly consulted
... I think it was a bad deci
sion,” Nevins said. “They could
have fought the Beacon Hill

Civic Association.”
The city of Boston assessei
the Donahue building, includ
ing its land, to be worth mon
than $7 million. Archer wa
assessed at being worth mon
than $9 million.
Suffolk could close on :
sale of the buildings “relative
ly soon,’! according spokesmar
John Nucci.
“We’ve had a healthy num
ber of potential bidders,” Nu
cci said.
Nevins, who graduated with
a degree in government and
history, remembers the tightknit campus community that
all shared one building, when
Suffolk was only in Archer.
Some of his greatest memo
ries of Suffolk, he said, were
interacting with faculty.
“It was not uncommon for
us to regularly go to parties
in their apartments,” he said.
“They also expected you to be
a top performer.”
Nevins was a student when
Suffolk considered buying land
where UMass Boston is locat
ed, and when the university
considered making Donahue a
parking lot instead of an aca
demic building.
What Donahue will become
after its sale is unknown. The
Beacon Hill Civic Associa
tion previously told the Jour
nal it supported transforming
the buildings into low-impact
housing units.
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hrough the eyes of a study abroad student
Embracing the art of being transient
Connie Lai
Journal Staff

Last month, in one of my
riting classes at Westminer, I was able to work with
aywright Ben Musgrave.
He had the entire class do
le particular exercise where
e drew geographical maps
sing dots and family back'ound information.
When he looked at mine,
; said, “So, your family line
as almost covered the entire
lobe.”
Up until then, I didn’t exact' realize how true that statelent was. Musgrave then proeeded to ask me if most of my
imily lived in the city or the
ountryside, and which setting
preferred.
I have been asked many
imes throughout my life
whether I prefer the city life
■r the countryside.
When I was younger, I was
onvinced that my roots would
.Iways bring me back to the
:ity, no matter what. After havng moved from a large city in
]alifornia to a small suburban
:own in Massachusetts, it was
jomething I always told myself
would happen.
And now, having experienced
dving in both, you would think
[ would be able to tell you. I
should be able to tell you if I

Connie Lai/ Journal Staff

Lai is currently a study abroad student in London.
Here is her image of the Ogwen Valley,
which was named Wales' first nature reserve In 1954.
can favor one more than the
other and present a strong ar
gument for why, but the thing
is, I cannot. It is something I
have always thought about,
as someone who constantly
thinks of the future and won
ders where they’ll end up, but
I just cannot chose one over
the other.
Like with most things that
come along in life though, I

think I will always need a bal
ance of the the country and
the city. There is always the
thrill and excitement of liv
ing in the city, but there are
definitely times when I have
wanted to pack up and move
away (temporarily, least). Then
comes the peaceful solitude
one finds in the countryside less industrialism, more earth,
more quiet. And for a period

of time, when I am laying out
on the grass, I can tell myself
that I could drop everything
to move to such a place, but
then, I think about how much
I would miss the city.
Just this past weekend, af
ter having returned to central
London for a week and feeling
relieved, six days later, I want
ed to escape to the country
side again. So there I was, on a

train 30 hours later, to the Isle
of Purbeck, surrounded by the
friendliest four-legged crea
tures, then thinking I want to
become a farmer.
There’s part of this nomadic
tendency that has grown into
who I am, that scares the hell
out of me. Mostly because
there is also the less freer side
of me that exists; the one who
still possesses a tough exterior
and likes to carry around lists
and likes to finish everything
a month before it is due. But I
have learned to live with a bal
ance of the two, and even if ei
ther or drives me a little crazy
sometimes, those are two sides
of me that I need in order to
exist and be who I am.
It’s freeing to not feel like I
have any restrictions or limita
tions on where I can end up Or
what I can accomplish. Learn
ing to love each place I’ve seen
along the way, whether it is in
the city or country, has just
continued to expand my ho
rizons on all the world’s pos
sibilities. It has made me less
fearful of the unknown, be
cause I know wherever I end
up, it will be exactly where I
need to be.
Before I return to Boston
next month, I still have three
more stops to go. In two days,
I will be on a plane to Africa,
and maybe, just maybe, I will
discover myself wanting to
find a life there, too.

Opinion: South African government doing nothing for its peopie
Evette Thompson
Journal Staff

To say I am disappointed by
the recent attacks on foreign
ers in South Africa is an un
derstatement. It saddens me
that South Africans are killing
fellow Africans. It is even more
disturbing to know the reason
behind these atrocious acts is
some South Africans feel for
eigners in the country are tak
ing their jobs.
At least seven people have
been killed and more than
5,000 people were left home
less since the attacks started
three weeks ago, according to
BBC. The violence and hatred
toward immigrants in South
Africa resurfaced this year af
ter the Zulu King, Goodwill
Zwelithini, uttered hate words
toward foreigners. The vio
lence erupted after he alleg
edly told foreigners to “pack
their bags and go.”
Since then, there have been
several attacks on foreigners
and their shops. Years of hard

By Flickr user GovernmentZA

work are wiped away within
a night as shops of foreigners
are usually looted and burnt
down.
Foreigners have no
choice than to remain in hid
ing because even a walk down
the street might result in their
demise.
The official death toll re
ported by authorities is seven
victims, but videos of incidents
put the death toll above that,

according to the Zimbabwean
Chronicle. Some foreigners
were beaten up and burnt
alive. Others were attacked
with axes, suffering injuries
seen in images which are too
graphic to be republished.
Immigrants in South Africa
now live in fear and other Af
rican countries are evacuating
their citizens. It has been re
ported by A1 Jazeera news at

least 400 Zimbabweans living
in South Africa have returned
to their home country. For
eigners who could not evacu
ate are now living in refugee
camps in parts of the country,
according to BBC News.
In an article by The Guard
ian, a Zimbabwean immigrant
recounts how 15 men broke
into her family home, beat
her husband with sticks and
robbed them of all they had.
"The police came but did not
do anything because they are
afraid of those boys,” she said.
It appears that the police in
South Africa are in support of
the attacks, as they fail to stop
the violence in many incidents.
The South African government
have proven ineffective in
stopping the violence which
has prompted me to believe
the hate toward foreigners is
institutionalized problem and
the people in the government
support xenophobia.
This issue of violence toward
immigrants was ignored until
it received international atten
tion. It was ignored until other
African countries decided to
take action by evacuating their

citizens and threatening to cut
ties with South Africa. The at
tacks are increasing but the
perpetrators go unpunished.
But I am most disappointed
in South Africans who witness
attacks and do or say anything
to stop it. It takes some brav
ery and courage to speak up
but when someone chooses to
be a bystander instead of an
upstander, they lower them
selves to the level of the crimi
nals, therefore the people of
South Africa have failed other
Africans since they do not fight
for what is right and protect
other Africans.
It is surprising to see this
being done in a country that
is still suffering the effects of
Apartheid. Nelson Mandela
spent almost three decades in
prison to end Apartheid. De
spite the ill treatment it re
ceived from his oppressors, he
still preached love and unity.
Now it seems all he fought
for was in vain because his
have people refused to learn
the virtue of love and respect
and are now killing Africans
who helped them fight to end
Apartheid.
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Global Business students visit Brazil for travel seminar
Alexa Gagosz
Journal Staff

For seven days in December,
two professors and 15 students
will take a trip to South Amer
ica to immerse themselves in
global businesses in Brazil.
The Global Travel Seminars
were originally hosted by the
Sawyer Business School dean’s
office but have recently been
taken on by the Center for In
ternational Programs and Ser
vices and Hillary Sabbagh, the
study abroad advisor.
Sabbagh and the center are
currently planning a seminar
trip to Brazil in December for
the first time. Former trips
were offered in May or during
spring break.
Linked with a global business
elective for both undergradu
ate and graduate students who
have a travel requirement as
they work toward their Global
Business MBA, the trip is run
by Associate Professor and
Chair of Strategy of the Inter
national Business Department,
Carlos Rufin.
Before embarking on their
journey to Brazil, students will
be required to take three pre
travel courses, which will help
provide with a foundation of
knowledge of the destination,
and then a post-travel course
where they complete their
main project.
During their time in Brazil,
they will connect classroom

Courtesy of Bill Dolan

Images taken by Bill Dolan in Brazil this past March
while students were on city tours.
learning to real world experi
ences by meeting global busi
ness leaders, visit four to six
businesses from small startups
to multinational corporations,
and, of course, the enjoy their

time overseas in Brazil.
While visiting businesses,
the professors have connec
tions with, students will sit in
on conferences and meetings
as they network with global

business leaders.
Bill Dolan, who double ma
jored in Business and History
with a concentration in Latin
America and Spanish, is cur
rently working toward his Juris

Doctor degree in Internation
Law at Suffolk Law School. F
went on the seminar trip th
past March in Brazil for a fe
different reasons, one beir
that his area of concentratic
was always Latin America.
“I thought the trip woul
give a good overview on bus
ness in Brazil,” said Dolan. “
also seemed like an attracth
resume line.”
Dolan said he wouldn’t min
doing international financ
overseas after his educatio
after visiting the local bus
nesses in Brazil and saw ho'>
they operated.
“My experience in Brazil wa
an unforgettable one,” sal
Dolan. “It gave me an interna
tional perspective to succeed
in a global business environ
ment.”
When the students aren’
in conferences and network
ing for their future career, th(
trip takes them on a series o
cultural activities such as cit;
tours, group dinners with au
thentic cuisine, and theate:
performances.
Dolan said he was trul}
amazed by the Paratay, whicl
is a green corridor that runs
along the coastline of Rio de
Janeiro, located on the Costa
Verde.
“It was the most beautiful
place on Earth,” said Dolan.
“Even Brazilians are amazed at
Paraty.”
The information session for
the next Brazil travel seminar
will be April 28 from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. in Sawyer 1125.

UFORLD BRIEFS
Egypt I Former president jeled
An Egyptian court has sentenced the ousted
Egyptian President Mohammad Morsi to 20
years in prison. He was charged with ordering
the arrest and torture of protesters during his
rule, according to BBC. This was just the first
of several trials for numerous charges Morsi
faces. Since -his overthrow by the military in
2013, authorities have arrested thousands of his
supporters and banned his Muslim Brotherhood
movement. Defendants were confined to a cage
during the verdict and security was tightened
outside the court during the hearing, according
to BBC. On Monday, the court sentenced 22 of
Morsi’s supporters to death for an attack on a
police station in Cairo. Morsi was Egypt’s first
freely-elected president, but protesters began
building less than a year after he took office be
cause he granted himself more power than the
people wanted to give him, according to BBC.

Yemen US sends aid
The U.S. sent an aircraft carrier to strengthen
its presence in the waters off Yemen after Irani
an naval convoy had intended their arms for Ye
meni Houthi rebels, according to BBC. The U.S.
has warned Iran against attacking the rebels,
but a spokesman said to BBC that the ships will
not stop the convoy. The Saudi-led coalition is
backed by the U.S. by boosting arms deliveries
and intelligence sharing, but the U.S. spokesper
son said to CNN that they will not be a part of
Saudi’s airstrikes. The U.N. said 150,000 people
have been displaced and 12 million are short of
food because of the fighting in Yemen, which
lead them to the resolution last week suggest
ing an arms embargo on the rebels and their
allies, according to CNN.

Germany | Former Nazi trial
Oskar Groening, a former Nazi Schutzstaffel
guard, who was the bookkeeper of Auschwitz,
admitted he was “morally guilty” at his trial on
Tuesday in Lunenburg, Germany. His role was
to count money that was confiscated from the
new arrivals. He witnessed mass killings, but
denied having any direct role in them, accord
ing to BBC News. Groening, 93, was sentenced
to three to 15 years in prison. This is expected
to be one of the final trials for the Nazi war
crimes. He told the court he was 21 when he
began work as a guard, which he said was not
a crime. Charges were already brought against
him in the 1980s, but according to BBC, they
were dropped because of the lack of evidence
of his involvement. Because of a recent ruling,
prosecutors believed the conviction would be
possible because he simply worked at the camp,
whether there was direct involvement or if he
was only a bystander.
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Seriously Bent presents April Showers
Katherine Yearwood
Journal Staff
•I
Seriously Bent, Suffolk’s
improv comedy troupe, hosted
their annual end of year revue
show titled “April Showers,”
on Friday.
The show involved multiple
sketches from spoiled chil
dren criticizing their late fa
ther over his grave, to a man
complaining about not getting
sexual favors from his wife on
his birthday.
“The ‘April Showers’ show
is our end of year revue. We
do a sketch and improv show
once a year, typically in the
first or second week of April,”
said Seriously Bent co-captain
and senior, John MacGregor.
One skit involved an ec
centric, self-important couple
trying to get into heaven. They
met a very peeved Jesus Christ,
played by captain Zachery
Barker, in a white robe, at the
gate. Almost instantly upon ar
rival, Jesus rejects them from
Heaven. They proceed to use
their irritating voices to an-
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Photo courtesy of Seriously Bent Facebook page

Current Seriously Bent members and alumni
at their Seriously Bent Takeover Show in February.
noy Jesus into convincing God
to letting them in. Both Jesus
and God agreed that heaven
may not be their calling.
“I love Seriously Bent, we
are really big fans. We go to
every single dorm show. My
favorite skit was the chip one.
I was in the front row so the
chips went on me,” said stu
dent Kevin Fabrizio on behalf
of his friends.

The audience definitely
enjoyed watching the show,
laughing and applauding for
many of the sketches. Yet it
was easy to see that the Seri
ously Bent performers enjoyed
pleasing the crowd almost as
much as the audience enjoyed
watching them.
“I would’ve left Suffolk a
long time ago had I not got
ten on Seriously Bent. Once

I joined the troupe, my focus
100 percent shifted to improv.
I basically majored in improv
comedy here,” said MacGregor.
This
year,
MacGregor
worked alongside seniors Stephie Kay and Zachary Barker.
Because all three captains are
seniors, their absence next
year will not only be felt on
campus but also on stage per
forming for Seriously Bent.
“It’s nice to move on, but
I’ll miss ever5Thing about be
ing on Seriously Bent. I’ll miss
the weekly shows, the bi-week
ly rehearsals. I’ll also miss the
traveling to other schools to
perform, the festivals and the
tournaments. It’s all great,”
said MacGregor
For this event, all three cap
tains had to work together to
organize the end of year revue.
“It was cool, but obviously
challenging because there are
three of us. We all have dif
ferent opinions and we had a
good time trying to figure out
how to run the troupe as a
team,” said MacGregor.
Next year Seriously Bent
will be back on stage perform
ing with their new captain and
junior, Tom Burke.

Pat Benatar
"Love is a Battlefield"
-Melissa H.
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TLC
"No Scrubs"
-Abbey W.

Furious 7' closes out an actbn-packed franchise
unexpected twist.

Maria Baluch
Jakarde is after a computer
Journal Staff program called “God’s Eye,”

The latest installment in
the “Fast and Furious” fran
chise picks up right where the
previous film left off. Last time
we saw the crew was in 2013
when they got Letty back after
she lost her memory and an in
jured Han toward the end.
According to BBC, “Furious
7” is the fastest film to make
more than $1 billion in just 17
days, breaking box office re
cords. So grab the popcorn and
tissues because it’s going to be
is an emotional, bumpy ride.
From the action-packed
scenes of racing cars to the
sentimental moments of fam
ily, ex-convict, Dom, and his
team are back on the street for
another mission.
This time around Jason
Statham’s character, Deckard
Shaw, wants revenge on Dom,
played by Vin Diesel, and his
team for their attack on his
brother, Owen Shaw, played by
Luke Evans.
The movie took a confus
ing turn when the audience
was introduced to a Somali
terrorist named Jakarde, who
seemed like he was randomly
thrown into the movie for an

and the team gets caught in
the middle of it all when they
have to save a hacker named
Ramsey while making sure Ja
karde doesn’t get his hands on
the computer program.
It was exciting to see the
entire team on the big screen
once again. There were many
romantic scenes that seemed
corny at times between Dom
and Letty, played by Michelle
Rodriguez. Tyrese Gibson’s
character, Roman, played the
joker and filled the comedic
moments of the movie.
It was heart wrenching ev
ery time the late Paul Walker
came on screen. Many fans
weren’t sure how the produc
tion of the movie would con
tinue after star Paul Walker,
who plays the role of Brian
O’Conner, died in a car crash
in November 2013.
Because he was only pres
ent for half of the movie’s
production, many followers of
the franchise thought his char
acter would be killed off. But
director James Wan did a bril
liant job finishing his scenes
while still respecting Walker’s
performance.
Walker’s brothers Cody
and Caleb Walker stepped
in as doubles to play certain
roles and other scenes were

The Cool Brothers
"150-S"

-Jeremy H.
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Courtesy of "Fast and Furious" Facebook page

filmed using clips of him from
the previous “Fast & Furious”
movies along with computer
generated imagery.
When the movie was newly
released, the most discussed
aspect of it on social media
was the heart breaking tribute
to Walker at the end.
Although it was difficult
to distinguish between Walk
er, his brothers, or computer
graphics throughout the mov
ie, it was obvious in the end
ing scene that it wasn’t actu
ally Walker acting, but rather
CGI effects.
News of his death had me
sitting at the edge of my seat,
wondering if every action
scene would be Walker’s last.

As usual, the movie had
high levels of unrealistic
stunts that were on the verge
of ridiculous, but on the same
token that’s what makes the
franchise so much fun and en
tertaining to watch.
Usually sequels in a fran
chise can get outdated and
boring quickly, but “Furious 7”
gives you a thrill and reaches
new heights of raw intensity
and emotion.
Although you don’t neces
sarily need to see the previous
movies to understand the plot,
it will make more sense to you
if you are familiar with the
characters and their stories.
Regardless, “Furious 7” should
be on everyone’s must-see list.

Celia Cruz
"Quimbara"
-Thalia y.

Divinyls
"I Touch Myseir

-Sammy H.
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Suffolk students strut into spring
lonathan Acosta
surviving the horrible winter, we found ourselves surrounded with beautiful weather once again.
^
Abi Hassan
means to a city as cold as Boston? We are finally seeing knees and shoulders. People
Tournal Staff walking around have been changing the way they dress and leaving their homes without big parkas
__________ ___________ and jackets.

J
f§ %
Around the Suffolk community, I
have seen major improvements
on how student keep mixing
comfort and fashion into their
personal style.
I have been personally impressed by
how minimalistic this spring designs
are. Big couture brands have showed
their typical variations of flower
prints with big colorful accessories.
One other trend that I have seen many stu
dent using is the famous “boyfriend shirt,”
using plain t-shirt and covering that with a
flannel shirt always work for those long days
with classes and activities.

What is in? Kimonos, cardigans, and the new adaptation
of the boyfriend shirts. Many of the Suffolk students have
been walking around campus sporting lively prints. This
is a new upcoming trend that will soon be combined with
spring and summer clothing.
What’s not in? Maxi dresses, crop tops, and gladia
tor sandals. Last summer maxi dresses were the go
to thing every girl wants to have during the summer,
even though they are comfortable, no major influence
shows that this trend will come back. The sandals ev
ery American girl wanted it to have are not going to
be a hit again this summer. Many fashion influencers
have been using opposite to the very long gladiator
style sandals, very short with high heel sandals in
stead.
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Sketchual Misconduct says goodbye to senbrs
Patricia Negron
Journal Staff

Suffolk’s Modern Theater
was filled with laughter for
Sketchual Misconduct’s last
show of the year, “The Sound
of Pizza.’’ The show was funny
and despite the bittersweet
feeling that this would be the
last show for the graduat
ing seniors, the witty original
sketches that have made the
troupe a prominent group oncampus were reinvented and
renewed, resulting in a really
fun night.
“I do feel that there has
been a progression from the
beginning of the year, cre
atively speaking,” said Paul
Doran, a student who joined
the group in the fall.
The first half of the show
consisted of sketches that
varied in theme. The opening
sketch, “Mixtape,” was writ
ten by freshman Kelly Roper.
The sketch told the story of a
rapper who was trying to tell
his parents about his new CD
release. The sketch hung on
a miscommunication between
the rapper and his parents,
who thought he was trying to
come out as gay.
“We’ve come a long way
from where we were in Oc
tober and I think that shows
through the quality of the
work in this last show. Overall,
this was the best show we’ve
had all year, as far as quality of
sketches,” said Doran.
The sketch continued to
school, where the rapper an
swered a few extra credit ques
tions about the sun correctly
and kept celebrating rowdily
with his friends. When the
teacher made the mistake of
asking him what is hotter than
the sun, chaos broke loose that
elicited many laughs from the
audience.
“The group is honestly
rocking so well together right
now,” said Dylan Amerena,
artistic director of Sketchual
Misconduct. “Coming to re
hearsals feels like I’m with all
my best friends generating
laughs. We work so well to
gether, even writing a sketch
as a group,” he continued.
“I really enjoyed the open
ing sketch ‘Mixtape’ because I
thought the premise was very
funny and I accidentally re
ceived my first stage kiss with
Dylan Amerana, which was,
and still is, very exciting,” said
Doran.
Another great sketch was
titled “Animal Jail,” and fea
tured student Kanika Rajiv do
ing a voiceover of the famous
Sarah McLachlan commercial
for the the American Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals. Students portrayed
criminals and murderers with
an intriguing role of a cat sus
pected of killing JFK.
“Animal Jail came from a
time when I was watching TV
at home with my sister and we
muted that horrifying com
mercial in order to make fun
of it,” said Jed Kurtzman, who
wrote the sketch.
One of the simplest but fun
niest sketches, “Kanye West,”
was written by Dylan Amer
ena. The spotlight shone on an
empty stage, while a voiceover
said that, “all the people Kanye
West likes that are not named
Kanye West.”
Another sketch, “Makeup,”
which was written together by
the group and seemed to be an
other favorite of the evening.
The sketch makes fun of how
different a girl looks without
her makeup by exchanging the
main character with guys, and
eventually with a pizza box, as
she takes off her makeup.
The second half of the show
was the roast of Alex Pappas,
one of the original founding
members of the group, who
is graduating in May. Pappas
plans to stay Boston to expand
his acting resume with standup comedy on deck for the
summer.
The roast was hosted by
Kurtzman, who is also gradu
ating Suffolk this semester.
“First and foremost, bloody
marys and steak,” Kurtzman
replied when asked what his
next step after Suffolk intends
to be.
“I always make sure my
mom has those ready to go
whenever I fly home. Nutrition
is key. However, after that my
goals are just to keep doing
comedy for as long as my po
tato body allows. I’m going to
walk my dog, too. That’s a step
right?” said Kurtzman.
Though all the roasters
were great, Suffolk student
Bobby Zupkofska, who is not a
member of Sketchual Miscon
duct, definitely stole the show.
Even roastmaster Kurtzman
admited that Zupkofska’s “se
cret guest spot is going to be
by far one of my favorite mem
ories of being in this group.”
“It really didn’t settle in
that it was my last show until
the show ended,” said Pappas.
“As far as the roast goes, that
was probably the more nervewracking part of the show. I
had no idea what they were
going to say, but at the end of
it, I loved it,” he said.
The roast of other Sketchual
Misconduct members were re
ally interesting as well, but the
show had a stronger emphasis
on seniors Kurtzman and Pap
pas, which gave the perfor
mance a bittersweet feeling
when the curtain closed.

Courtesy of Sketchual Misconduct Facebook page

“We’ve come a long way from where we were in October
and I think that shows through the quality of the work in this
last show. Overall, this was the best Show we’ve had all year,
as far as quality of sketches,”
-Paul Doran

ARTS BRIEFS
Mother s Day parade for fans of Make Way for Ducklings'
In celebration of Mother’s Day on May 10, Boston-area families, in association with
the city's Parks and Recreation Department and Mayor Martin J. Walsh, will weave
their way through the Boston Common and Public Garden to honor a darling tradi
tion, “Duckling Day.” Dressing like characters from the beloved children’s classic
book, “Make Way for Ducklings,” by Robert McCloskey, the parade through Boston’s
picturesque locations will begin at the Boston Common’s Parkman Bandstand and
end in the Public Garden where the famous duckling sculptures stand. While moth
ers can enjoy a free mini-massage, their quacking kids can walk on a circus tightrope
with Esh Circus Arts or play with the Knucklebones and their crew of lively employ
ees and blow up obstacle courses. The Harvard Marching Band will lead the parade
that begins at noon and families are welcome to bring a picnic and enjoy springtime
on the Common with their family and friends.

Converse brings five ni^s of free music to Boston
Converse Rubber Tracks Live Boston announced that beginning on April 27, the
organization will be sponsoring a five-day, multi-genre music festival. The event
will be free of charge to lucky winners, at the Sinclair in Cambridge. The series,
which is first of its kind for Converse, was organized to celebrate the opening of the
company’s headquarters on Lovejoy Wharf. The multi-day event will feature artists
Passion Pit, The Replacements, Chance the Rapper, Dinosaur jr., and Slayer, as well
as several other artists, all of whom have previously recorded at Converse’s Rubber
Tracks Studio in Brooklyn, New York. Music fans and Converse enthusiasts alike can
enter to win tickets by logging onto converse-music.com. All winners will be an
nounced on Thursday, April 23.
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Are we segregating students through classism?
Inadequate funding and lack of resources leave minority and low-income students at disadvantage.
Patricia Negron

I

Journal Staff
Public education is, in
theory, supposed to provide
equal opportunities for all stu
dents. However, some schools
are much better equipped and
have more resources than oth
ers, which has been proven to
affect students’ academic ca
reer.
Where your parents can af
ford to live affects the quality
of your education, despite the
fact that providing everyone
with a great public education
is in the country’s best interest
in the long run.
If providing the same edu
cation to all students were a
real priority, schools located in
poorer areas would not receive
so little funding.
According to the U.S. census
website, property taxes make
up the second largest chunk
of money schools receive. The
schools with expensive prop
erties have bigger budgets,
which means they can spend
more on resources to create a
better learning environment.
The problem is that stu
dents who are going to schools
with big budgets already have
more opportunities and privi
leges than students who are
going to schools with less
funding.
Recent research cited by
the Washington Post proves

Patricia Negron/Journal Staff

Patricia Negron (above)
is pursuing a major in
print journalism and
a minor in education
studies.
there is a correlation between
schools having more money
and giving students a better
education — which should be
obvious.
There’s an even bigger
problem: the No Child Left
Behind Act. The policy offers
funding to local school dis
tricts in exchange for their
compliance with academic
standard and
curriculum
guidelines (including test
ing) and licensing teachers. In
theory, this sounds ideal, but
in practice it is not enough to
guarantee that no child is left
behind.
“Flexibility and a deeper
understanding of how human
beings learn are the missing
ingredients in the overarch
ing national education policy
of NCLB,” said Professor Eliza

"Low-income and minority students have
to deal with enough difficult situations
as it is without having to worry about the
quality of their education. Making sure
funding is distributed fairly so schools in
poorer districts aren’t marginalized is one
way to level the playing field for all public
school students."
beth Robinson, director of ed
ucation studies at Suffolk. “No
school, classroom or student
is the same and having a rig
id policy for approaching the
education of all U.S. children
and testing their knowledge of
prescriptive curriculum is not
education, it is a formula and
a formula that has not worked
for too many children.”
These test results also af
fect the real estate market:
school districts whose pass
rates improved by 20 percent
experienced a 7 percent in
crease in home prices in the
district, according to a study
Joel Spring cited in his book
“American Education.”
This easily turns into a
downward spiral in which chil
dren are not doing well and
their education lets them lag
behind, using standardized
testing as punishment and
grounds for further marginal
ization.
Though racism still exists,
it is not the biggest problem in

STAFF EDITORIAL

education: classism is what’s
being used to segregate stu
dents now. The problem with
classism is that it includes rac
ism, but also encompasses so
much more.
We can see this in educa
tion through the absence of
a multicultural and universal
design in curriculum frame
works.
Access to quality public
schooling is extremely im
portant from early childhood
on. According to Education
Psychologist Jeanne Chall’s
developmental model of read
ing, from fourth to eighth
grade children’s reading skills
are supposed to continuously
progress to be able to process
content, so instead of “learn
ing to read” they are “reading
to learn.”
If children’s reading skills
don’t develop correctly in this
time frame, they will encoun
ter problems in other classes
because they are expected to
understand content through

reading.
Students in middle-class
English-speaking families are
exposed to more than three
times as many words per
hour than students in welfare
homes, according to a study
cited by John W. Santrock in
his book “Educational Psychol
ogy.”
If they’re not getting the
same learning opportunities
at home, and they’re not get
ting the same learning oppor
tunities in school because re
sources are scarce, where are
they supposed to reinforce the
skills necessary to move on to
the next grade?
Low-income and minor
ity students have to deal with
enough difficult situations as
it is without having to worry
about the quality of their edu
cation.
Making sure funding is dis
tributed fairly so schools in
poorer districts aren’t mar
ginalized is one way to level
the playing field for all public
school students.
More than 50 years have
passed since the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled against segre
gated education, but it seems
not much has truly changed.
It’s impossible to achieve the
“American dream” when so
much is against you, and it
seems pretty absurd that the
public education system is still
not offering the same opportu
nities to all students.
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Adjunct professors are
preparing to terminate their
contract and work with the
university to create a new
one.
This process can take
months and can be difficult
for the professors. They rely
on contracts with the univer
sity for pay and health ben
efits, but often, the pay is
not great, benefits are hard
to obtain, and they can be let
go between semesters at any
time.
Adjunct professors are
vital at Suffolk. They teach
many courses in departments
across campus. They devote
time to students even when
their pay is low and job secu
rity is unstable.
Suffolk should honor the
time and devotion these pro
fessors put into this univer
sity. When constructing a

By Wyatt Costello

new contract, adjunct profes
sors should be given better
job security. The amount of
courses they must teach to ob
tain health benefits should be
reduced. Though they say their
pay is decent now, the univer
sity should honor the profes
sors’ commitment to students
with a better salary in the next
contract.
Without adjunct professors,
the university would have few
er courses, and the quality of
education here would falter.
Though financial conversa

tions are never easy, Suffolk
should devote the time and
effort to discuss contract ne
gotiations civilly with the ad
junct union and offer them
the best job package possible.
While this may entail moving
around funds to pay the pro
fessors at a higher rate, these
professors deserve it.
There is also the possibil
ity that with a better contract
for adjuncts, more professors
will be interested in teaching
at Suffolk.
And then there is the pos
sibility that without a good
contract, some of the univer
sity’s best professors could
leave.
Everyone benefits from a
solid contract for adjunct pro
fessors. Hopefully the admin
istration will see the advan
tages of this and construct a
new, improved contract.
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Maintenance workers should not lose their benefits
Thalia Yunen
Journal Staff
The university told its facil
ities employees two weeks ago
that Suffolk is looking into out
sourcing facilities and mainte
nance jobs to a private con
tractor. Around the same time,
the university announced that
it is going to give $1,000 after
tax bonuses to its employees.
This doesn’t seem fair to fa
cilities employees. Last Thurs
day, a group of them marched
into 73 Tremont with the
hopes of speaking to higher
ups at Suffolk.
They did not get through
to anyone that day. In a state
ment released the next day,
university spokesman Greg
Gatlin said, “We continue to
maintain our strong commit
ment to and support of the
SEIU and our union workers.
We will require any potential
contractor that is brought in
to hire all of the current union
facilities workers, and all of
these facilities jobs will remain
union jobs going forward.”
The statement also said,
“Exploring a possible contract
ing agreement is part of a Uni
versity-wide effort to be cost
effective so that we can con
tinue to provide accessibility
to students whose families are
challenged with today’s costs
of private higher education.”
On Wednesday, Suffolk em
ployees received the statement
from Andrew Meyer, chairman
of the Board of Trustees, say
ing that the Board approved
a $1,000 after-tax bonus for
regular employees at Suffolk

Craig Martin/Journal Staff

FaciliHes employees and a representative of their union, Roxana Rivera
(right corner) rallied in 73 Tremont last week to speak to university officials
about their contracts, which end in June.
for their “exceptional work of
the faculty, administration and
staff over, the past academic
year” that will be awarded to
employees this spring.
Meyer said, “On behalf of
my colleagues on the Board,
let me say thank you for your
extraordinary commitment to
this great University, and for
all that you do on behalf of
our students, alumni and the
entire Suffolk community.”
A maintenance worker who
has chosen to remain anony
mous had a conversation with

me last week about how the
workers are going to lose ben
efits for themselves and their
families. The worker has been
employed here for years.
After receiving the state
ment sent by Meyer, this same
maintenance worker told me
that this past winter, obviously
a particularly heavy one, main
tenance workers were the ones
here to clean everything up.
The same employee thinks
it is unfair that Suffolk wants
to contract out its facilities
operations and have current

employees’ contracts renegoti
ated. The employee felt underappreciated after working here
for so long, and unsure of how
the workers were going to sup
port their families.
The maintenance work
ers are a part of a union and
would not be able to receive
the bonus anyways because
they are paid under the terms
of a contract. However, when a
letter is sent to all employees
announcing a $1,000 bonus for
their hard work, it seems un
fair that maintenance workers

are not a part of that “thank
you,” especially as they deal
with possibly losing their ben
efits.
Spokesman Greg Gatlin did
not have a figure available on
how much money Suffolk is
going to pay employees in bo
nuses.
Don’t get me wrong, I know
many Suffolk employees who
say they are way overdue for
a pay raise.
However, our facilities
workers are an important and
integral part of our university.
This looks wrong, wrong,
wrong, Suffolk.
Look to be cost effective
elsewhere, instead of charg
ing students more and cut
ting benefits for our facilities
employees. If you choose to
outsource facilities operations,
can current facilities employ
ees keep their benefits and
current pay? They deserve to.
I’d like to thank our main
tenance workers for doing the
difficult job of cleaning up af
ter people who don’t clean up
after themselves, for keeping
our school looking pristine at
all times, and for working es
pecially hard this winter as a
record amount of snow cov
ered our campus.
Maintenance
employees,
I appreciate you. I hope you
don’t lose the benefits you
have now, and that you all can
support yourselves and your
families, as you have done for
years, after your contracts are
renegotiated.
I hope Suffolk can care
about all of its employees in
the same way it cares about
being cost effective.

Race gap between official departments in Boston must change
Maria Baluch
Journal Staff

It comes as a surprise that
Boston’s police and fire depart
ments are “the least racially
diverse major city agencies,”
according to a report by the
city’s Office of Diversity that
analyzed municipal payroll
data.
The analysis found that the
police department is 66 per
cent white and the fire depart
ment is 72 percent white. The
city’s workforce overall, which
consists of 17,000 employees,
is 58 percent white.
This is ironic, not only be
cause Boston is a major des
tination city for international
tourists, but also is home to a
diverse population of perma
nent residents as well. Asians,
African Americans, and Hispanics represent S3 percent of
the city’s population, accord
ing to The Boston Globe. Di

By Flickr user Thomas Hawk

"The analysis found that the (Boston)
police department is 66 percent white and
the fire department is 72 percent white.
The city’s workforce overall, which consists
of 17,000 employees, is 58 percent white."
versity is important if we want
to live in a world where we
accept people from different
backgrounds.
Mayor Martin J. Walsh’s

creation of the Office of Diver
sity to hire a more diverse staff
could also benefit the city. If
police departments start to
better reflect the diverse com

munities they serve, perhaps it
will improve the trust between
residents and officers, and the
departments’ credibility.
Police departments should
also hire officers who speak
languages other than Eng
lish. Bilingual officers would
not only be able to commu
nicate with different groups
of people, but also relate to
them from a perspective of a
cultural understanding. This
could possibly help decrease
the recent clashes between po
lice officers and residents, like
an incident in Alabama with
Sureshbhai Patel.
Patel, an Indian national
who speaks very little English,
was thrown to the ground by a
police officer while visiting his
son in Alabama in February,
according to ABG News. He
was reported as a suspicious
person when he was seen walk
ing around his son’s neighbor
hood. Dashcam video recorded
the assault, which resulted in a
neck injury that left Patel par
tially paralyzed. Patel’s lawyer

said Patel was “accosted for his
brown skin,” according to The
Associated Press.
The majority of the popula
tion in my hometown Houston
is Hispanic, but according to
the New York Times, nearly
three-quarters of the city’s po
lice officers are white. Hous
ton’s police department should
employ more competent His
panic officers to connect with
the community.
A multicultural workforce,
with employees from a vari
ety of racial and ethnic back
grounds, will allow them to
learn from one another in
ways that will make an impact
at work. Each member of the
department can bring his or
her unique blend of character
istics and cultural experiences
to the table that will give them
the ability to relate to people
on a personal level, and thus
allowing them to rethink and
reframe issues. This will also
help to create a culture that
accepts and influences differ
ence.
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An open letter to group project slackers
Sam Humphrey
Journal Staff
Reading or hearing that
phrase “group projects” is
enough to make my stomach
turn over and twist into a
knot. We’ve all had projects,
so you would hope your peers
would acknowledge the project
will likely be a drag and work
diligently to get it done. But
too often, the bulk of the work
falls on one or two people. I’ve
been one of those people who
had to do more than my fair
share throughout college. So
this weekend, I sat down - be
tween working on four group
projects, no less - to write
what I want to tell students
who have no issue dumping an
impossible amount of work on
their group members.
First and most importantly,
these projects are an important
part of our college experience:
students who take them seri
ously learn a lot. Studying the
material by yourself is impor
tant, but it is just as helpful to
learn how your peers interpret
the same information. When
four or five people sit down to
brainstorm how to present a
topic in class, the list they cre
ate is more well-rounded and
wide-ranging than one person
jotting down their own ideas.
Second, our professors are
also preparing us for our pro-

Sam Humphrey/Journal Staff

"The people who do more work wind
up tired, cranky, and stressed. This not
only affects the project, but their other
assignments and responsibilities too."
fessional life, which - like it or
not — will be filled with group
projects. In the workplace,
teams cannot rely on one per
son to pull a project together.
Employees, like college stu
dents, bring different skills and
gifts to the table, and pooling
those talents together means a
better solution to the problem
at hand, and hopefully, a hap
pier office (or classroom).

However, when the work
falls on one person or a few
members, the final result suf
fers. Group projects are de
signed to be more involved
than regular assignments for
a reason - the teacher expects
several people to dedicate
a good-faith effort to them.
When one person shirks their
portion of the work onto oth
ers, everyone else’s attention

and efforts spread thin. The
people who do more work
wind up tired, cranky, and
stressed. This not only affects
the project, but their other as
signments and responsibilities
too. That’s not fair to anyone,
especially when the tasks are
manageable between a few
people.
Luckily, not every group
project has been this way for
me. I’ve been fortunate to
work with some very smart
people. When smart, dedicated
people come together, work
effectively, and put together
something they’re proud of, it
makes all the difference. Some
of the hardest workers I’ve met
at Suffolk, I collaborated with
to put together something we
could be proud of, and our
professors recognized the hard
work we put into the project.
We walked away feeling ac
complished and satisfied, not
exhausted and bitter that we
shouldered the weight of it.
So here’s my final pitch to
those students willing to sit
back and let the assignment
run its course: you stand to
gain a lot from these projects
besides a good grade. Working
with your peers to put some
thing together you can all be
proud of is one of the best
feelings you will have dur
ing college. Step up and take
ownership of your part of the
work.

After 14 years, US should pull troops out of Afghanistan
Ian Kea
Journal Staff
America’s longest war will
drag on with President Barack
Obama’s announcement that
the number of troops in Af
ghanistan will remain the
same through 2015, instead
of decreasing by half as previ
ously planned in 2014, accord
ing to CNN. Obama’s decision
to not decrease the number of
deployed troops is supposedly
an attempt to bolster and sup
port paramilitary and drone
operations in Afghanistan and
secure those setups until they
can be put into action.
But after nearly a decade
and half with soldiers on the
ground, the U.S. should not
need more time to set up
drones and paramilitary opera
tions. The U.S. government al
ready has two bases operating
out of the Kandahar Air Base
in southern Afghanistan, and
one base in Jalalabad in the
eastern part of the country,
according to the U.S. State De
partment.
Fourteen years should be
enough time to set up bases for
drone and military operations
and to get contractors and
their supplies situated, but the
U.S. is still trying to do simple
things it should have accom
plished in 2001. The plan to re-
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President Barack Obama addresses U.S. troops
at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan.
move remaining troops should
have been enacted even before
2014 as we had the time and
bases able to support paramili
tary and drone action.
According to Harvard Pro
fessor Linda J. Bilmes, the Iraq
and Afghanistan wars have cost
the U.S. between $4 trillion
and $6 trillion. Our govern
ment’s current debt is nearly
$18 trillion, almost one-third
of which is from the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, accord
ing to the Washington Post.
Not only have the missions
in Iraq and Afghanistan be
come increasingly expensive.

it also has a lost sense of hope
because of the region’s history
of military action.
In a nine-year war against
the Mujahideen Alliance in
Afghanistan, the Soviet Union
deployed 115,000 troops, com
pared to our highest level of
troops in 2011 at approxi
mately 101,000 according to
CBS News. The Soviets found
the terrain too difficult to
control and failed to stabilize
the country, ultimately end
ing the war in a stalemate. The
U.S. has struggled to maintain
a continued presence in the
Hindu Kush Mountains, where

groups like Al-Qaeda and the
Taliban are stationed.
The Mujahedeen, who the
U.S. financially supported dur
ing the Soviet conflict, eventu
ally broke because of internal
tensions, which rose quickly
and fiercely. The fragments of
the Mujahedeen that separated
brought about warlords, which
led to the creation of what is
now the Taliban. The U.S. es
sentially funded the same en
emies we seek to defeat today,
and we face the same fate as
the Soviets in our attempt to
stabilize Afghanistan. We can
and should try to stabilize the
region but not risk troops on
the ground. Instead, we need
to do so with drones and other
paramilitary operations.
In 2009, Obama promised a
complete pullout of U.S. forces
in Afghanistan by 2014, ac
cording to CNN. Yet here we
are with almost 10,000 troops
still deployed, making Afghani
stan the longest U.S. war since
Vietnam, according to the U.S.
Defense Department.
The basic tasks that are cur
rently being conducted, such
as finalizing base positions
and setting up drone strike
centers, should have been
completed long ago. Now, they
are costing the U.S. tax dollars
and endangering our soldiers’
lives. It’s time to bring our
troops home now.

FROm SGA
Suffolk university

student government association

Dear Suffolk Students,
We hope you are doing
well in your final weeks of
the spring semester!
As the semester comes
to an end, the Student
Government
Association
would like to thank all of
our senators as well as our
fellow students who have
been working hard toward
making our campus the best
it can be. We wish all of our
senior members good luck in
their endeavors. We will miss
you all!
In addition to our close
of the spring semester, we
would like to thank all student
leaders for attending our
annual LEAP Conference last
weekend. We congratulate
all the newly elected E-board
members who will be leading
their student organizations
next year!
It has been a wonderful
and successful year for SGA,
and we want to thank and
congratulate all the hard work
and achievements that our
members have accomplished
this passed year. We look
forward to working with our
elected senators and E-board
next year!
Our
regular
weekly
meetings
are
held
every Thursday at 1 p.m. in
Donahue 311. We encourage
all students to attend our
meetings. As always, if you
have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact us
at sga@suffolk.edu.
Have a great week and a
wonderful summer!
Student
Association

Government

Interested in joining
The Suffolk Journal?
It's not too late!
We are always looking
for writers,
photographers,
cartoonists, editors,
and more.

suffolkjournal@gmail.com
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Celtics tose to Cavaliers 99-91

joI

The Boston Celtics lost to the Cleveland Cavaliers 99-91, to fall
behind in the series 2-0 in the first round of the NBA playoffs.
Once again, point guard Isaiah Thomas led the way for the
Celtics, dropping 22 points and dishing out seven assists.
Center Tyler Zeller and guard Marcus Smart added 11 and 10
points, respectively. For the Cavaliers, Game I’s hero Kyrie
Irving had another big game scoring 26 points, good enough
for a plus-lS rating on the evening. LeBron James also had
a big game, scoring 30 points of his own and adding seven
helpers. Fifteen of James’ 30 points came in the fourth quarter
of play. Game three will be held on Thursday in Boston at 7
p.m.

I

UFC announces details on Reebok deal
It was originally rumored that the new deal between the UFC
and Reebok would revolve around the promotion’s official
rankings, paying champions and those who were ranked higher
than those who were unranked. It was announced by the UFC
on Monday that instead of the aforementioned process, fighters
would instead be paid based on tenure. Essentially, more
fights equal more money. The payment levels are split into
tiers. Those with 1-5 fights receive the lowest pay, and then
comes 6-10, 11-15, 16-20 and 21 or more fights, with higher
pay for each tier. In addition to the tier system, champions
and challengers will also receive significant compensation for
their success. The system is meant to increase activity amongst
the fighters, as well as longevity with the company. Starting in
July, fighters will receive their payments in this fashion.

^The Baib Bepobt

Team standings
Baseball

Softball

1. St. Joseph's (Maine) 12-2
2. Johnson & Wales 10-4
T-3. Lasell 9-5
T-3. Suffolk 9-5
5. Rivier 8-6

1. Suffolk 17-5
2. Albertus Magnus 16-5
3. St. Joseph's (Maine) 16-6
4. Simmons 15-7
5. Johnson & Wales 14-8

Men's Tennis
1. Ramapo 13-2
2. Albertus Magnus 7-2
T-3. Suffolk 6-2
T-3. Johnson & Wales 6-2
T-3. Norwich 6-2

*Note all standings are conference records
exluduing men's tennis.

Baseball
vs. Salve Regina, April 28,4 p.m.

Softball
vs. TBA, April 24, 7 p.m.

Men's Tennis
@ Norwich University, April 22,3 p.m.

Running in the rain
Marathon a success despite bad weather
Jeremy Hayes
Journal Staff
The dark skies above the
city served as an unfitting
backdrop to the ecstatic
runners and fans of the Boston
Marathon.
The day started out clear in
the early morning hours to the
afternoon. The elite runners
finished the marathon before
any rain fell. Caroline Rotich
placed first among women,
and Lelisa Desisa won in the
men’s group. Marcel Hug
and Tatyana McFadden both
finished first for the men’s and
women’s wheelchair group
respectively.
As noon passed, the finish
line became darker and
gloomier. The beautiful thing
about the marathon is that
there are always groups of
runners crossing the finish
line throughout the day, so
the mood never changes. But
the rain started to come down,
and bystanders looked nervous
for the ones they cheered for
as well as uncomfortable
themselves.
The onlookers only cheered
loudly when they saw the ones
they rooted for, but in their
stationary moments, they
stood there impatiently. One
woman with a sign dedicated
to her friend held the piece of
cardboard close to her, hiding
her face behind it so she would
be shielded from the on
coming rain drops.
Once finished, runners and
their families marched away
from the finish line to the
Boston Common. The runners
sported their licensed Adidas
Boston Marathon ponchos.
Any photos and family hugs
were taken at the finish line,
but once runners reached the
Common, everyone looked
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Jeremy Hayes/Journal Staff

Runners were given ponchos post-race.
ready to check-out for the day.
Everyone still had big smiles
on their faces, one runner
who was changing out of his
running shirt yelled across
the Common to a friend: “It
sucked, but it was awesome.”
All the runners looked
thrilled... wet, but thrilled. One
person trekked through the
crowd seemingly displeased.
Maria Johnson, a runner from
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
stood under a tent in a poncho,
visibly displeased.
“Last year, 2014, it was
only, like, sixty-three or sixtyfive degrees,” said Johnson.
“So it was not deathly warm,
but it was better. It was the
wind that did me in for the last
three-to-five miles. I ended up
with a random blister problem,
my feet are soaked, so by the
end my feet were on fire plus
they felt like they weighed
extra heavy because I was so
tired after putting weight on
my feet.”
Talking to Johnson, she
seemed like her brain was still
running down Boylston Street.

She appeared fired up about
the day as a whole, looking out
from under one of the many
tents at different runners
entering the area.
“I’ve had a bad streak
lately,” said Johnson. “I have
ran marathons in Columbus
and in Philadelphia this year.
I ran cross-country in high
school, so I am in different
marathons and races all the
time. Today was bad, I feel
accomplished for finishing,
but my time was not what I
wanted at all.”
Johnson said she hopes to
return to Boston next year
and wants nicer weather.
She dipped her head under
the hood of her poncho and
gingerly paced off with the
rest of the herd of finished
runners.
The
Boston
Marathon
appears to have returned to
the prestigious race where
the headlines are about the
runners. Every runner has
their own story, and this year
they all were given a unique
one from Mother Nature.
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^ed Sox hold Student 9's discussion wRh students
Sammy Hurwitz
Journal Staff

If you were told that the
irice of a ticket to a Red Sox
;ame was lower than the price
if a meal from the 150 Tremont
lafd, would you believe it?
Well, allow me to clear up
he confusion, with the “Red
;ox Student 9’s” program, high
ichool and college students
;an purchase standing room
)nly tickets to any game home
jame for just $9. In other
vords, yes, it is cheaper than a
neal at the 150 Tremont Cafd.
The Red Sox are actively
:rying to increase the amount
of high school and college
students in attendance on
a regular basis. One of the
biggest factors deterring the
students from coming out to
Fenway is the ticket prices.
The Red Sox are one of the
most popular American sports
franchises, and the demand
for tickets is high. In turn,
the prices are lofty, which has
deterred financially strapped
students
from
attending
games.
As of May 2014, the Red Sox
are worth roughly $1.5 billion
according to Forbes. However,
as is the case with any good
business: there’s always room
for improvement, which led
the Red Sox to introduce the
Student 9’s program.
But even with the Student
9's program in effect, the Red

Sammy Hurwitz/Journal Sfaff

Students at the discussion
were given a tour of Fenway Park.

Sammy Hurwifz/Journal Staff

Adam Grossman (above/righf).
Senior Vice President/Marketing
and Brand Development leader,
and Brian Sullivan,
(above/left) Director of Marketing,
lead the discussion on the Student 9's program.
Sox are still pursuing ways to
improve student attendance at
Fenway. Enter the students.
On Friday, the Red Sox
hosted more than 20 students
from 12 different colleges in
Massachusetts to get their
thoughts and opinions on what
promotions and social media

campaigns were most effective.
The meeting was held in the
Red Sox media room, and it
was very casual. Students were
treated to unlimited Fenway
Franks, soft pretzels. Cracker
Jacks, water and soft drinks.
The discussion was light
hearted and spontaneous.

Representing
the
Red
Sox were members of their
marketing team, who received
insightful advice and reactions
■from the exact clientele that
they are trying to reach. Among
the many ideas pitched, the
one that stood out the most
was the “Red Sox Fan Card.”
The card would be exclusively
for students, and would look
and act as an identification
card. The idea: students come
to Fenway, have their picture
taken and put on one of the
Red Sox IDs.
Next, the students will
bring the ID’s to games with
them throughout the year, and
each time, they will receive
a stamp, hole punch or mark
on their card to indicate their
attendance. With a currently
undetermined
amount
of
stamps, hole punches or

marks, the student will receive
one game free.
With the idea, the Red
Sox improve their attendance
among
students,
while
the students work their
way to a free game. The
student’s reaction was almost'
unanimously in favor of the
idea, seeing as both sides
benefitting and the hassle
of carrying the card being
minimal.
After a good thirty minutes
of the students and the Red Sox
bouncing ideas off each other,
the meeting concluded and the
students were given a ticket
to the game and taken down
to the field to watch batting
practice. The night concluded
with a walk-off single by the
Red Sox Xander Bogaerts, and
both sides benefitting from a
constructive conversation.

Natbnal Women's Hockey League brings pride to Boston
Abbey Wilson
Journal Staff

Boston is a city known for
its sports teams and their
passionate fans. Now, the city
will get a new team to cheer for
in a women’s hockey league.
It was recently announced
a new women’s hockey league
has been formed, the National
Women’s Hockey League, and
will include a team based in
Boston.
While there is already
an existing women’s hockey
league that also has a Boston
team, the NWHL is different.
They will be able to pay
their players, something the
Canadian Women’s Hockey
League is currently unable to
do.
The league will start off
with four teams: The Boston
Pride, The Connecticut Whale,
The New York Riveters, and
the Buffalo Beauts.
“We will boast the best of
the best in women’s hockey
for 18 games, once a week,
from

October

to

February,

with two rounds of playoffs to
finish the season,” According
to a statement by the league’s
office. “We are launching the
league on April 13 and our
games start in October. Players
will be paid and have a say in
the rules of the league.”
This is great news for
female hockey players, whose
previous' options were limited
to the CWHL.
Juniors and seniors in
college are eligible to be
registered and drafted. Any
player who has
already
finished college and has not
been drafted will become a
free agent.
Suffolk
University’s
Associate Athletic Director
Jacl3m Davis believes the more
professional women’s sports
leagues, the better.
“I think Boston is a great
city to have any sports,” said
Davis, also the softball coach.
“There’s not great opportunity
for women in professional
sports. I think it is great that
they’d start that, especially
for hockey, who does not
have many collegiate women’s
teams anyway.”
Each team will receive an
operating budget for players

Courtesy of Boston Pride's Facebook page

NWHL released the logo for Boston Pride.
and staff salaries, and with
other expenses. The NWHL
has a salary cap of $270,000
which, according to the Yahoo
sports blog Puck Daddy, comes
to about $15,000 per player.
This is small compared to
what even entry-level NHL
players are paid, but it will

be the equivalent of a parttime job, making it easier for
international players to get
work visas.
The league will also pro-vide
players with gear, according
to the league’s commissioner
Dani Rylan.
Rylan,
a * Northeastern

graduate,
had originally
attempted to get a CWHL team
in New York, but instead ended
up founding the NWHL, along
with retired U.S. women’s
hockey star, Angela Ruggiero.
The league is a dual-entity,
with part of the business
being league operations, and
the other side is the NWHL
Foundation, a charity with the
intent of spreading women’s
hockey through grassroots
efforts, according to Puck
Daddy.
This does mean competing
with the CWHL for viewers.
Although, Rylan said she sees
the two leagues co-existing.
The CWHL released a
statement saying they are
aware of the NWHL by
saying, “first and foremost, is
committed to growing women’s
hockey in both Canada and the
United States ... it is taking all
necessary steps and measures
to protect its interests.”
There - has been some
backlash about the idea of
the two leagues competing,
but the business model of the
NWHL makes more sense for
the players, who deserve to
be paid just like their male
counterparts.
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Softball set at No. 1 seed for conference playoffs
Jeremy Hayes
Journal Staff

The regular season is
finished and the Lady Rams
have secured the No. 1 seed
for the GNAC playoffs.
The team played their final
conference games, finishing
the season with a 17-5 record
with four non-conference
games remaining.
Coach Jaclyn Davis wants
the team properly prepared
heading into the playoffs, even
with non-conference games
left on the schedule.
“We aren’t trying to give
it away, we want to win,”
said Davis, referring to the
games Wednesday against
Curry College. “I think the
most important thing is this
weekend. Curry is usually a
good team to play, they are
competitive. We just want to
stay fresh up until then.”
The Lady Rams will have to
wait to see who their opponent
is on Friday, since two teams
will have a “play-in” game just

Courtesy of Suffolk Afhletics

Coach Jaclyn Davis is confident moving forward into the playoffs.
hours before they take on the
Lady Rams at 7 p.m.
Although the playoffs are a
different environment, Davis
believes the team will have
to approach it like any other

game this season.
“We go in with the same
preparation,” said Davis. “The
girls have done a nice job this
year playing for each other.
Hitters help put runs across

the board for our pitching
staff and pitching has kept us
in most of our games, so it has
been the same approach.”
The Lady Rams only recent
struggle in April was against

rival Emmanuel College, wh<
are currently the No. 6 seed ii
the GNAC playoffs. Emmanue
swept the Lady Rams in i
doubleheader last Friday.
Despite
the
tougl
competition ahead, Davis is
excited for the challenge the
team faces in the playoffs.
“It’s been wonderful,” saic
Davis, expressing her feelings
about her three seasons
coaching the Lady Rams. “It’s
been a really enjoyable time.
It’s a little bit surreal to watch,
we’ve been through so much
together in the last two and
a half years, especially the
upperclassmen have been
through so many changes with
me. To have ridden this ride,
it’s very emotional, and I’m
really proud of them and all
the work they put in. I want
this championship more for
them than I do for myself.
They deserve it.”
The Lady Rams fell short in the
2014 playoffs, but with the No.
1 seed secured, their odds are
better than previous seasons.
Friday’s game will be played
at American Legion Park in
East Boston at 7 p.m.

Baseball looks to continue recent playoff success
painful fashion, surrendering while surrendering nine hits,

Sammy Hurwitz three unearned runs and four runs — two earned — and
Journal Staff losing by a final score of 6-4. walking just one. The defense
After being staked to a 3-0
lead, starting pitcher Josh
The Rams are three games Desai threw six innings, giving
away from completing their up 10 hits. He walked four and
2015 regular season, and after yielded six runs, three earned.
the first 29 contests, it’s clear
the team has regressed.
“We have a lot
Their overall record of 14more
talent than
16, is underwhelming, while
our record shows.
their conference record of 9-5
is better, but still a far cry from
We just have to
last year’s club. The 2014 Rams stick to it. I’m prettywere conference champions
confident that our
and 12-2 in conference play
best baseball is
with a 26-14-1 overall record,
ahead of us.”
significantly better than this
year’s team. But with the
playoffs approaching fast, the
-Rob Marks,
Rams still have a chance to
outfielder
make amends.
“Compared
to
the
previous year, 9-5 is kind of
The offense was not able to
a disappointment,” said Rob maintain their pace set in the
Marks, an outfielder and three- top of the first, as they failed
year veteran of the baseball to score again until the fifth
team. “We’ve lost some inning. The lack of offense
games we should’ve won. I’m accompanied
by
Desai’s
confident in this team, though. rough outing and the team’s
When we need to step up.”
poor overall defense would
Marks’ comments can be eventually doom the Rams.
backed up, too. The Rams had
Not to be discouraged, the
a huge two-game set against team quickly put the first game
the GNAC rival, the Saint behind them, and came out in
Joseph’s College of Maine the second game determined.
Monks this weekend, splitting
Freshman hurler Jake Flax
the doubleheader. The Rams got the start, falling one out
dropped the first game in a short of a complete game

bounced back too, making just
one error over seven innings.
Marks and first baseman JC
Collette provided most of
the offense, driving in two
runs apiece. The win pushed
the Rams aforementioned
conference record to 9-5, as
the Monks fell to an overall
22-12.
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“We have a lot more talent
than our record shows,” said
Marks, a sociology major. “We
just have to stick to it. I’m
Courtesy of Suffolk Afhlefics
pretty confident that our best
baseball is ahead of us.”
On Tuesday, the Rams
Rob Marks (top) is a three-year veteran
defeated the Albertus Magnus
of the team.
Falcons by a final score of
10-5. The win was the team’s
The Rams (bottom) won
first of the GNAC playoffs, and
their
first playoff game 10-3.
third against the conference
rival Falcons, a team they’ve
outscored 21-11 in three games
this season.
The Rams will conclude
- ^ *
m
the regular season this week.
/
On Tuesday, April 28, they
will take on the Salve Regina
' A
Seahawks, followed by a non
conference matchup with the
A ^
UMass Dartmouth Corsairs on
Thursday, April 30 at 4 p.m.
And finally, the Rams will
play a doubleheader against
Williams College Saturday at 1
p.m. and 3 p.m.
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